
Project Name: Location:

RAW Write first draft

Expanded Expand first draft

Notes * Can you print or compile w/o text color & highlight
color?

Reason for this ‘word’ choice  : Blue

REPHRASE  : Yellow Awkward, vague, confusing, repetition

Internal Thought  : Pink

Important Object or Concept  : Orange

Glossary  : Green

Telling  : Red Text Telling - Fix or Justify

Comments (& Footnotes) * Interactions can be any of the following

Hook

Hint

Reveal

Build -  Backstory and personality

Plot points -  Who knows what?
-  Timeline items

PoV PoV &  Head hops

D Dialogue

D_Voice Voice  :  Does every character have a unique voice

D_Clear Clarity :  Is the meaning clear? Is it clear who is speaking?

D_Pace Pace & Rhythm : Does the pace match the scene? Or does it counterpoint?

D_Beats Beats : Do you need more beats?  Do you need fewer?

D_Dragon Italics for mental thoughts ONLY

IT Internal Thoughts    *See article & Add notes here.

Valued Customer
Sticky Note
Unmarked set by Valued Customer

MStewart
Sticky Note
Welcome - There are annotations on this document.  Don't worry, you can turn them off, delete them if you like, or simply not print them.  Why annotations? They are here to guide you through my thinking. Not every point, of course, but hopefully I hit some of the major questions you might have. 

MStewart
Sticky Note
RAWStep 1 - Get that first draft written.  After that I put things aside for 6mos. to a year.  You are NOT Required to do the same.

Valued Customer
Typewritten Text
Introduction Note

MStewart
Sticky Note
Process Note  I use this list in conjunction with Scrivener. I place the bold header at the start of every chapter, and in the Summary field of each chapter. Entries look like this:  Raw : Done  (date)Expanded  : Done  (date)Notes : Scenes 1-3 ALL DONE  (date) Comments : TODO 2-3 [Scene 1 done]This gives you complete information about where each section stands in the editing process. It isn't perfect, but it's better than retreading the same ground - over because you forgot. You'll be retreading enough ground without that. 

MStewart
Sticky Note
ExpandedThis is that first pass through when you just look at the story that you have on the page. Did you miss a scene?  Did you miss an important detail? Put IN whatever you think might help. Smooth things out. Any scenes that just DON'T WORK - axe them now. Don't edit something you aren't going to use. BUT - Don't Delete Them.  Put them somewhere you can find them, with good descriptive names. That quip, line, scene, idea might fit in later. So DON'T LOSE IT. 

MStewart
Sticky Note
NotesI like notes: They prevent hair-pulling, and forgetfulness. This is the pass through where you look critically at what you have on the page.  DON'T SWEAT THE SMALL STUFF.  (unless, of course, you can instantaneously take care of it.  Like typos, or a missing capital, or a punctuation mark you are 100% certain of. Don't get bogged down here. ) Look at the items in this list - Ruminate over them. I'll put an example of each one next to it to give you an idea. 

MStewart
Sticky Note
The reason you said it THIS WAY. This will prevent hair-pulling in the future. AND you might just teach an editor a new word in the English language.  (It happens) So:  Some examples - It won't let me highlight... fine the text is underlined instead. Indicate WHY you chose one word over another.falling face first into the floor.  --  I like 'into' here rather than 'onto'  --  'into' sounds like it hurts more.Identify your darlings. You don't have to kill them here, but you do need to identify them. Alexei shook his head and laughed, a hollow sound; the laughter born in long hours of looking at the worst.  -   Yeah.  This.  Probably need to clean up the punctuation. But this sums up the feeling so well. Identify words that are foreign.  Salle -  It's a french word for room. Used in weapons instruction in the time period. Editors may push for 'salley' because they don't know the difference. Educate them if you can. Gently.

MStewart
Sticky Note
REPHRASE -When you aren't sure you have the right words yet -Help yourself by putting the question about the word choice with the text.  Set it off with something.  I use --"You ok?" he asked. It's Alexei. It's ok. He's ok.     --  Too many 'oks'?  Or enough to show the type of echo that happens in her head?Note places you may confuse the reader... If she had been staying he would have taken Nik aside for a few words, priest or not. He watched Nik depart with a scowl.  --Two males are here... is it clear Tom is thinking about taking Nik aside?  Note places that you either aren't sure of -- put your thinking down. Trust me the chances of remembering WHY? you highlighted this in a week are about 20%.Her hand contracted around his and her eyes carried a plea louder than a roar.  -  Eyes making noise?? But - eyes do "speak" - so, maybe? 

MStewart
Sticky Note
Internal thoughts - Yeah, pick them out.  You'll need to make sure you have them right, so find them NOW. 

MStewart
Sticky Note
Do you have a theme?  Do you have an object that you have to keep track of? Or a secret? Or a concept? Keep track of those puppies.  Find them on this pass to help you with Continuity Checks. If you have more than one give it a tag inside [ ]     Why use [ ] ? Because unless you are using math or symbolic logic in your novel (it happens) then these tags will be EASY TO FIND. his eyes fixed on a small green book [BofV]

MStewart
Sticky Note
Capture those words - Especially useful for fantasy authors - If you're going to invent words... KEEP TRACK OF THEM. At some point you might / will have to compile a glossary. 

MStewart
Sticky Note
Telling : I highlight instances of telling that jump out at me.  I DON'T ALWAYS FIX THEM. Quite to the contrary, she only wanted to crawl into a dark hole.  [Rephrase to IT]Nikolai stood aside, envious that he should be allowed. [Telling, make into IT]Alexa loved puzzles.  [Telling]

MStewart
Sticky Note
CommentsI use the Comments Section in Scrivener to carry my HooksHints  (Foreshadows)RevealsBuildsPlot PointsYou're done. Add the code Comments  to your list of completed tasks. 

MStewart
Sticky Note
Create a Comment in your text:  Her education was over, therefore it was time to leave.In the new Comment field :  Why is this important?  How does it act in the story?Hook  :  Education for what?  

MStewart
Sticky Note
Create a Comment in your text:  Her inflection wasn't quite right, yet.In the new Comment field :  Why is this important?  How does it act in the story?REVEAL  :  Her perfectionism  

MStewart
Sticky Note
Create a Comment in your text:  "You are Alexander Petrovich's man." Tom growled in the back of his throat. Why is this important?  Hint  :  about T's position, and how he feels about it.

MStewart
Sticky Note
Create a Comment in your text:  until my lord comes to claim it, or Heaven fallsWhy is this important?  BUILD  :  A common saying

MStewart
Sticky Note
PoVThis pass through your work look for places where you have moved your point of view. Find 'em.  Fix 'em. You're done. Add the code PoV  to your list of completed tasks. NOTE:  I always mark at the top of a scene who the point of view character is. PoV : GarconThis way as I move through the scene it is easier to catch places where suddenly you are in 'Jeff's head' instead of in 'Carla's head'. 

MStewart
Sticky Note
This category is for items like -Finally, Alexa puts the pieces together. -First mention of the Secret Society of Sock Monsters. etc. 

MStewart
Sticky Note
DialogueThis pass through concentrate on dialogue. As you complete each level of the category make a note on your task list at the start of each chapter.Once you have done all the sub tasks -- THEN add the 'D' tag to your list of completed tasks.  (Now you can clear out all the sub tasks if you like.) 

MStewart
Sticky Note
Internal Thoughts Remember all those Internal Thoughts you marked above... Time to deal with them. Look for your highlights. Then go through and look for your tag [IT]  Once you've dealt with one - take out the highlight and remove the tag. Run a search for [IT] to make sure you've gotten rid of all the tags. You're done. Add the code  IT  to your list of completed tasks. 

Valued Customer
Sticky Note
Unmarked set by Valued Customer

Valued Customer
Typewritten Text
Process Note



WS Word Search RegEx:

WS_Senses see/hear/feel/felt/etc.

WS_Crutches really/just/that/etc.

WS_toVerbs begin to/start to/offer to/etc.

WS_Redund flabby phrases  *See Note

WS_ing -ing ending words overused

WS_Adverbs -ly ending words

WS_Weak weak verbs  sat/ran/walk/etc.

WS_Verbtobe to be verbs  was/were/etc.

V Verbs

V_PvA Passive v Active

V_Hidden Replace hidden verbs Ex: Offer and explanation  -->  Explain

Sentence Structure

Sen_Start Look for similar sentence starts  She...  She... She...  Etc.

Sen_Lng Look for variety in sentence length.   *Locate Run-On sentences.

DP Dialogue Punctuation RegEx:

DP_Order Check for order of  ,”   and  .”

DP_said Check correct marks are used for the
sentence structure

DP_Adverbs joyfully, bravely in speech --> Rephrase

DP_Alternate alternate dialogue tags  --> whispered etc.
Can you get rid of tag by improving what
is said?

P Dialogue Punctuation RegEx:

P_per Period at the end of a sentence

P_cap Capital at beginning of a sentence

P_andbut and | but   do you need a comma?

P_prep prepositional phrase

MStewart
Sticky Note
Word SearchNow we start looking at the details. This is one of the largest sections - it's all about the words you are using. Unlike above in the 'NOTES' where we were trying to find the right tone - and reminding ourselves of 'why' that word or phrase fit the tone... This section is all about cleaning up the writing. You'll notice there is a column called RegEx. This is a contraction of the computer programming term 'Regular Expression'. DON'T PANIC! We are going to make the computer do the heavy lifting for us. And, I have tried to make this as easy as I can. Remember - I'm using Scrivener - so these instructions are written for Scrivener. But, other programs can do this too. On a quick look I found:  Open Office’s Writer, Clibre, Libre Office, Microsoft Word (Of Course, they have to do it their own way)Fair warning:  Reg Ex can become a bottomless rabbit hole. A very techy, computer programmy rabbit hole.  So, here we are just going to skim the surface. ((LINKS for other writing programs are down at the bottom of the comment.))PLEASE - FOR YOUR OWN SANITY - GO READ THE ARTICLES LISTED BELOW.Great, Now for the HOW to do it -- go see the comment in the next column.________________________________Using Regular Expressions in Scrivener3 [https://www.notion.so/Using-Regular-Expressions-in-Scrivener-8fa95c33559d42c6bf84e7d21ac1b179]Regular Expressions in Your Scrivener Editing Process | Lancy McCall[https://www.notion.so/Regular-Expressions-in-Your-Scrivener-Editing-Process-Lancy-McCall-e9ee4f2046e84ad7a32f7c271a956685]Articles on Regular Expressions Other than Scrivener3:  Using Open Office's Writer   -  [https://learnoutlive.com/open-office-regular-expressions-indie-publishers/]Libre Office and Regular Expressions   -  [https://help.libreoffice.org/latest/lv/text/swriter/guide/search_regexp.html]From Author Help UK - Editing: Use Regular Expressions to Find Common Errors    -  [https://authorhelp.uk/editing-use-regular-expressions-find-common-errors/]REGULAR EXPRESSIONS AND MICROSOFT WORD WILDCARDS  -  [https://docs.xbench.net/user-guide/regular-expressions/]All about using regular expressions in Calibre  -  [https://manual.calibre-ebook.com/regexp.html]SOME GOOD RESOURCES - Regular Expressions to Locate Sloppy Writing  -  [https://www.aidtopia.com/fiction/regexp.html]Regular-Expressions Info   -  They offer a tool to help you check Regular-Expressions that you write. Exceedingly helpful.  -  [https://www.regular-expressions.info/index.html]

MStewart
Sticky Note
How To RegEx in Scrivener3Open the Project Search Window.    Choose 1    - From the menu :  Edit  >  Find >  Search in Project     - From the keyboard  :  Shift+Cmd+F    - From the toolbar :  the magnifying glass icon takes you to the search  In the Search window,   see the options by a left-click on the little triangle for the drop-down menu.3. Select the option RegExSpecify which documents/sections you want to include in the search.I keep the searched text/documents pretty small.  Usually no more than one scene at a time.Now - in that search box, put in the Regular Expression from the column. Hit search.And there they all are highlighted. Step through the changes and corrections. Hit the search again - as you need - to keep the results current.        

MStewart
Sticky Note
VerbsMost of your writing, or any writing, is in the verbs. We took care of some of the 'weak' verbs up above. Now, time to look at some of the things that might have slipped through.

MStewart
Rectangle

MStewart
Sticky Note
Sentence StructureThis is an easy one to over look. But, take your time. A couple of tools that can help you Hemingway has IIRC a good tool for analyzing sentence length.    And it's free. Grammarly (ick) is pretty good at catching similar starts. Again it's free.  Don't use it for anything else though.  Your novel will start to sound like an inter-office memo.

MStewart
Sticky Note
Dialogue PunctuationDown to the real particulars now. And just as important as choosing the right word is giving your reader clues to how that thought is expressed.  AKA - Punctuation.Again the RegEx can help you here. BUT it isn't foolproof, and it doesn't cover everything. So we're breaking it up. Dialogue Punctuation and then all the stuff outside of characters speaking.

MStewart
Sticky Note
PunctuationDown to the real particulars now. And just as important as choosing the right word is giving your reader clues to how that thought is expressed.  AKA - Punctuation.Again the RegEx can help you here. BUT it isn't foolproof, and it doesn't cover everything. So we're breaking it up. Dialogue Punctuation and then all the stuff outside of characters speaking.

MStewart
Typewritten Text

MStewart
Typewritten Text

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s(felt|saw|heard|watched|knew|noticed|noted|realized|tasted)\s

MStewart
Typewritten Text

MStewart
Typewritten Text

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s(could|might|maybe|more|poor|good|excellent|bad|some|multiple)\s

MStewart
Sticky Note
These, with the articles, will give you a good starting point. But, ok,  I'll make a separate file with my full RegEx expressions. 

MStewart
Rectangle

MStewart
Typewritten Text
   

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\she nodded his head\s 

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\sheld it in my hand\s

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s(trying to)|(beginning to)|(starting to)| (preparing to)|(tried to)\s

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s(was|were)\s

MStewart
Typewritten Text
"[.,]

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s(said|asked)

MStewart
Typewritten Text

MStewart
Typewritten Text
(was|were)\s\w+ing

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s(saw|sat|ran|walked|stood)\s

MStewart
Typewritten Text

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s\w+ly\s

MStewart
Typewritten Text

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s\w+ly\s

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s(whispered)|(shouted)|(hissed)|(yelled)\s

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s(and|but)

MStewart
Typewritten Text

MStewart
Typewritten Text
\s(on|when|after|during|under)\s

MStewart
Typewritten Text
Still working on this one.

MStewart
Typewritten Text
[!?.]+(?=$|\s)




